
12 ways to use Appreciative 
Inquiry (AI) in healthcare

Celebrate success

Identify family capacities for care

Inspire healthy behaviours in patients

Strengthen interdisciplinary teams

Improve patient safety

Establish compassionate therapeutic relationships
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Build camaraderie & trust

Foster appreciative leadership

Illuminate best practice in quality and safety

Promote learning

Make the most of meetings

Create a healthy working environment
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What factors are in place when everything goes well?  What does it look like when we 
create the best possible experiences for our patients?

Create an environmnent where learning is valued & nurtured.  Think of a time when 
you were most successful as a teacher or you were most engaged with learning.

Learning from Excellence.  How can we tease out the organisational elements that led to 
excellence?  How can we replicate it?

Be the change you want to see, as the leader. Talk about examples of inspiring leaders 
and the characteristics they embody. 

Appreciative check-ins work well:  share recent positive experiences.  Ask a positive 
question to reframe / energise / turn a meeting around.  Show appreciation to close the 
meeting on a positive note.

Talk about what this would look like with colleagues.  Discuss examples of when this has 
existed and identify strengths and properties to build upon.

Affirm positive behaviours and positive processes and encourage them to continue. What 
led to success?  How can we make more of that happen in the future?

Assume good intentions in others.  Build trust by ‘walking in another person’s shoes’. 
Get to know each other. Share stories of success about one another.

What assets does this family bring?  What do they do well to support the patient?  What 
qualities do they have to help them care for their relative? 

Help patients to identify their strengths.  How can they replicate a time when they were 
at their best?  What are their dreams for the future?

Establish shared goals, empower each other and foster uplifting communication.  Tell us 
about a time you were part of a successful team project - what did you and others bring? 
What factors in place made the team successful?  What are your hopes for your team? 

Find out about a patient's strengths and their vision for their health.  Set goals that 
focus on the patient's needs and abilities.


